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Perhaps it is not a coincidence that the award was presented on the very day when the
company celebrated its 21stanniversary. When they started out, Marjeta and Marino Furlan
had no financing, but they had the necessary vision, courage and persistence to realise all of
their future ideas. In the early years, luminaires were assembled only at the company, but in
1992, serious production began. At the end of the first decade, the founders made a bold
decision to redirect the company’s activities to the production of architectural luminaires
within-house designs. Intra lighting remains one of the few companies in the world to have
successfully completed this transition.
One of the main reasons may be that they have always devoted so much attention to the
quality and modularity of luminaires and to innovation. In the last decade, the company has
been expanding to foreign markets. By purchasing a luminaire plant in Croatia in 2001 and a
production space in Serbiain 2008, Intralighting secured suitable possibilities for expanding
production and special is in individual production plants. Production of the most
technologically demanding luminaires still takes place in Miren, near Nova Gorica, where the
company has its registered office. In addition to production companies, Intralighting has also
been establishing product marketing companies abroad. With the help of subsidiary
companies in the Netherlands, Croatia, Serbia, Denmark and Slovenia and through its
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representative offices and agents, Intralighting currently exports its products to 41 countries
worldwide.

20/09/2010
Room for growth
CORMO CELEBRATES ITS 120TH ANNIVERSARY AND INVITES YOU TO DISCOVER
C6, THE NEW EXHIBITION AND DEVELOPMENT CENTRE.
Inauguration 26 September 2010 9.30 a.m. – Via Mascagni, 30, San Martino in Rio.
Six different ways of doing business under one roof. Six different activities with a single
objective: a space created to qualify and innovate Cormo's activities.
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10/06/2008
Vigila: the exclusive Cormo alarm system which guarantees door and window safety
The device automatically detects if the door is open, closed or if someone is trying to
break in. In this case, VIGILA gives off a loud, continuous siren to dissuade the burglar,
protecting the home from theft and damage.

19/02/2008
Cormo windows: an effective sound barrier.
One of the most recent developments in home comfort is the attention to sound
proofing. Noise has achieved true pollution status: protecting against noise has become a
primary need.
Now everyone in the sector has to tackle the issue of correct acoustic design, based on
certified construction components. For this reason, Cormo subjects its doors and windows to
laboratory tests that certify their soundproofing qualities.
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29/09/2007
Broadening our frontiers
CORMO INAUGURATES ITS NEW PREMISES IN BJELOVAR, CROATIA
Cormo's knowledge and experience has reached Bjelovar, the Croatian city with a long
wood working tradition, where the San Martino-based company has opened a new
production and logistics centre. An important investment, and the first step in an ambitious
programme of international development.
Source: Vjesnik, January 2009.
Cormo Bjelovar opened factory valuable 2.6 million euros
Banco Popolare Italiana has participated in the financing facility with a loan of 1.5 million
euros
Source: Bank magazine , Lider Press February 2009.
Intra Lighting: Croatian light for Europe
"Initial information about competition for EU funds we received in the Croatian
Association of Employers (HUP), " said MaricaTičak, director Čazmanska company that
produces top lamps and makes even the 18.4 percent of total exports of Bjelovar-Bilogora
Source: Bank magazine, February 2011.
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